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furniture 5 days a week. What this accreditation means
is the assurance that EOF’s production processes and
manufacturing site conforms to the quality management
HBR office
design
fitout standards. EOF’s
systems
required
to meet&
Australian
staff are operating in a safe environment, which means

illustrates a commitment to innovation and manufacturing
sustainability in an industry littered with imported furniture.
EOF is committed to many more years of manufacturing
office furniture right here in Newcastle.
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OFFICE FURNITURE MANUFACTURING IN NEWCASTLE

Ken Slamet
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of keeping manufacturing in Australia has
never been more important, or competitive as it is today.
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Although the design of your work environment sounds
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like a |small
cog in2019
the machine of your operation, it is
a far-reaching, highly significant concept of which the
contribution to the success of your business should not
be underestimated.
Suppose for a moment that you have just brought
home your new German shepherd puppy (which is
much more intelligent than the neighbours new Basset
hound). You bring the puppy home and inform her she is
not to chew on your sofa. However, without setting her up
with food, chew toys and perhaps some stimulation with
a radio, you are certain to be poop-scooping pieces of
hand-stitched Italian leather off your rear lawn.
Now, presumably your employees and colleagues
will have the self-control to refrain from chewing the
furniture. And if you run an effective business, they
most-likely have admirable qualities and are aware
of the culture, systems and expectations you have.
But there is an opportunity to set up an environment
that subconsciously encourages and nurtures desired
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These are all very broad,
over-simplified examples,
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background will be ablecontroversially
to effectively
translate
corporate goals into an supporter.
environment that cultivates,
supports and encourages the team, culture and
operations you have created.
Whilst good business procedure, culture and people
are essential to your success, you can easily raise
the value of these assets by having them fostered,
supported and nurtured by the physical environment.
Often art & design are not perceived as “serious”
enough to sit at the table with management and
business but I am here to encourage you that design
should really be your workplace wingman.
For further information contact Ken on
(02) 4089 4520, email ken@therubixcollective.com
Ken Slamet is lead designer and
director of The Rubix Collective, a
residential and commercial design
practice based in Newcastle & Sydney.
He is a proud father & husband, his
poison of choice is rum and he is
controversially a Manly Sea Eagles
supporter.

